Europe’s demography: Are babies back?

The recent recovery in EU period fertility due to older childbearing

After two decades of year-on-year decline, the average period fertility for the EU as a whole has stabilised in the 21st century, and increased in most Member States. Nonetheless, considerable variations still exist, and the recovery of period fertility has not been experienced uniformly across countries. Total fertility rate (TFR) in Germany, for example, has hardly increased in the last ten years. With 1.4 children per woman, Germany still has one of the lowest period fertility rates in Europe.

Observing TFRs alone can be somewhat misleading. The rising birth numbers and fertility rates in recent years might suggest that couples are having more and more children, but this is not necessarily the case. If we look at age-specific trends, we can see that the fertility decline at younger maternal ages has stabilised, while at later ages, fertility is increasing. Couples are having about the same number of children as couples 30 years ago, but at a later age.

The rise in older childbearing is not a new phenomenon however, since the age-specific fertility of women in their 30s began to increase in the 1970s and 1980s (see, for example, graphs for Spain and the UK, below). Originally, the effect of this trend on aggregate period fertility was offset by continuously falling fertility in younger age groups. It was not until fertility of younger women began to stabilise in recent years that aggregate fertility went up. It is unlikely that this trend will reverse, and societies and economies will have to accommodate older motherhood from both an individual and a societal perspective.

Abstract

Many European governments have been concerned about falling fertility rates, due to the welfare implications of an ageing population supported by a shrinking workforce. However, ‘doomsday’ scenarios of fertility spiralling downwards and European populations imploding have not materialised; indeed, recent snapshots of indicators for childbearing suggest some recovery in fertility. RAND Europe therefore decided to update its 2004 study into the causes and consequences of low fertility in Europe. We analysed the latest data, reviewed recent literature, and examined the situation in Germany, Poland, Spain, Sweden and the UK in depth.

There is no uniform explanation for this recovery

Some empirical research suggests that the increase in fertility is a result of continued economic and social development, while others argue that it is not human development as a whole, but the extent to which there is equality between men and women in society that helps explain this demographic transition. An unequal division of household labour and a conflict between women’s roles in the family and in the labour force may result in lower fertility intentions. If true, then employment policies aimed at improving the balance of work and family life could have indirect impacts on fertility intentions. However, the evidence for the role of gender equality in the recent recovery...
of fertility is not overwhelming, and further analysis is needed for more definitive answers.

Thirty years ago, researchers concluded that fertility was counter-cyclical, with fertility falling in good times as the opportunity costs of childbearing rose. More recently, there have been signs of the reverse – pro-cyclical fertility – in European countries, with economic growth being associated with higher fertility rates. Given this correlation, we would expect the recent recession to halt the increase in fertility rates in Europe.

...But it's not just migration
In contrast with some reports in the popular media, we can conclude that recent migration is not the main reason behind the recovery of period fertility since 2000 in Europe, despite the influx of migrants, particularly following the 2004 EU accession wave. There are now more children born to foreign-born women than a decade ago – in many EU countries one in five or more children are born to migrant mothers. However, they mostly migrated a long time ago – and in countries examined in depth, the reproductive behaviour of migrants only played a relatively modest role in the recent recovery of aggregate period fertility. The data reveal that the fertility trends of many groups of foreign-born women tend to converge with the average of native women. In Sweden, this typically happened within two years of arriving, although with some different responses among specific countries of origin.

The fertility rate of recent immigrants appears to have little effect on fertility rates at national level. However, migration does bring in a rapid infusion of women of childbearing age; their contribution to the size of the labour force and to crude birth rate is substantial. This has a mitigating effect on population ageing.

Policy matters, but not much
Family policy packages in European countries take different approaches and have mixed results. Germany’s recent efforts, primarily based on a male breadwinner model, have not noticeably impacted fertility rates. Poland’s low fertility may be partly due to the fact that family policy measures do not yet acknowledge social change and the increasing number of children born out of wedlock.

The UK actively resisted EU family policy initiatives until the late 1990s. The New Labour government (1997–2010) focused on reducing child poverty and increasing female labour participation, which almost certainly affected fertility. Sweden and other Nordic countries demonstrate that long-term government efforts to stimulate female labour participation and gender equality in the workplace and the family have had positive unintended consequences for fertility. In particular, they limit the opportunity costs of children, impacting primarily on the choice to have a first child. Recent empirical studies find that these policies have a tempo rather than a quantum effect on fertility, which means that they help women to have their children earlier but do not necessarily increase the number of children each woman has.

It is impossible to extrapolate findings at country level to EU level. For each example of policy impact, there seems to be a counter-example with no impact. Thus it is too early to answer the key question of whether policy has been a driving force behind the recent recovery of fertility rates in the EU. It does seem unlikely, though, as interventions have by no means been uniform across Europe.

Despite the recent recovery in TFR, Europe’s population will continue to age
While the outlook for fertility is better than it was a decade ago, fertility rates in several countries are still alarmingly low. This will lead to significantly fewer young people in the labour force a generation from now, and have a long-term multiplier effect, reducing the future population of potential mothers.

The main driver behind the looming increase in dependency ratios is not fertility rates but the pending retirement of the baby boom generation. It will take decades to reverse the ageing of Europe’s population, even if TFR were to recover to replacement level immediately and stay there, because recent changes in fertility will only affect the working age population in the 2030s. Hence governments with generous welfare systems will still have to address the affordability of pensions and healthcare, and to do this, they must take all three components of population change – fertility, mortality and migration – into account. Focusing on fertility alone may be misleading.
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